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#commit
To discover similarities
and differences
automatically among
some parts of the
learning experience

Uniform Shop
Times
Tues—Friday mornings
7:30—8:15
Tues afternoons
12—14:45

Dear parents
Things the carpark saw and other scary tales
Leading a school affords Principals the great privilege of perpetual nachas – pride and joy in ‘their’
children. Each young life developing, exploring, orientating to his or her destiny and reaching his or
her personal best is the holy grail of educators, the purpose behind what we do. It fuels our passion
for our schools. Nachas is the affective motivator that drives school leaders through compliance
documents, IT woes, maintenance and other duller management functions, notwithstanding the
conflicts that they mediate in a diverse and relationship dense community.
At Bellavista School, an absolute commitment to child-centered education is protected and driven by
the Board of Governors and executed by the staff and parents and forms an incubator for this nachas
state of being. There is no lip service to grandiose ideals here. It is the truth. It has been the position
in this school for fifty-two years.
Nachas comes quickly when a struggling reader doesn’t quit and steadily gains mastery; when a child
with a history of motor difficulties finishes their career here in the soccer team; when one child is
spotted gently tolerating the difficulties of another and is seen assisting in that peer’s journey to
recover esteem; when thoughts are expressed in art; when design competes with that of die-hard
Lego developers; when teachers applaud their classes; when the ‘good work sticker’ issued is
warranted for excellent work put forward at the level of personal best; when past pupils call, stop by or
send a letter to tell us about their successes post primary school. 98% of my time is the lived
experience of nachas. 2% of my time is spent fending off anything that might threaten the wellbeing of
this very special place so many families call home.

Like any other school leader, the point of greatest threat to the harmony and wellbeing of the school community
is my area of greatest vigilance. The zone to monitor is fondly called ‘the carpark’ or ‘the big tree’, right onsite,
very close by. It is here that the odd (and I emphasise the low numerical interpretation of ‘odd’) ‘carpark
assassin’ lurks, watching, waiting to shoot a dart that will undermine the work underway in the lives of their child
or another. Negativity hangs like a fog after conversations with these snipers, the outlook is grey, the situation is
dire, and others, especially ‘the school’, are grouped as the enemy, often in deprecating terms. The chat can
start like a general enquiry for the wellbeing of a child. It can end like a bloodbath of dissention and dearth,
where after the parties conversing leave feeling anxious, suspicious and discontent. And they’ll meet tomorrow,
or later over WhatsApp to continue. In truth, the cyber location after hours is offering the participants a
dangerous, toxic and often libelous territory. The trouble is, it isn’t helpful. Not to anyone. At all.
I am not writing to call for a pseudo- utopia. That would be contrived at best. I accept, as do we all, that humans
disagree. Raising children AND teaching them is an emotive journey. There are good days and bad days for
anyone. I also suggest that it is very difficult to confront issues between parties directly with those concerned. It
is much easier to share gossip and build an argument in your defense that only takes your view. However, the
way we engage one another needs to be transparent, respectful and fair. We need to enter the relationship
between school and home, or teacher and parent, with the shared value of the child involved.
•
Is everything we do in their best interest?
•
Do we raise children with the rich opportunity for other caring points of view?
•
Or do we resist the plain opinion offered by the experts in that child’s life – and I am placing the parent as
the primary expert with the professional staff flanking their right and left in support.
I know that every teacher and therapist at this school has a focused priority in working here: your child, you. I
am not always sure that parents trust this. I know that those in the ‘carpark’ don’t. I know that those receptive to
negativity about the people I trust never experience the full blessing that Bellavista can be in their lives. I am
saddened by that but I accept that I can’t control everyone’s tongue and intention.
You may be oblivious to the scary carpark tales (they do only affect 2%). You may be victim to them. I can but
encourage you to pin yourself to the mast, embrace the Bellavista journey, engage directly, extinguish idle
gossip and to tune in to the source. Exploit the supportive opportunities you have in the capable, caring staff
who come here to work with you and your child each day. And if you are worried, if you are unsettled – go to the
person directly and resolve the problem together.
Luckily, scary tales dissipate when positivity shines its light. And the Bellavista light is bright.
Nuts, bolts and other news
Winter School
You will see a small number of children on our property this week as our Winter School reading clinic is in
session. Please welcome them when you see them out an about. http://bellavistashare.org.za/index.php/
en/2019-04-01-16-19-11/rave-o/winter-school
The CEA Tool this week is Making Comparisons; To discover similarities and differences
automatically among some parts of the learning experience See the Bellavista School app
for suggestions to use in your home.
AGM notice!
The AGM takes place on Wednesday evening, 5th June at 18h30 in the school hall. Please email your attendance/apology to secretary@bellavistaschool.co.za.

McRun feedback

The McDash fun run last Friday 24th May was a nachas moment! To see the enjoyment on the children’s faces,
the thrill when they reached their 36 lap goal and the commitment to see each one support the other to ‘get over
the line’, made it all worthwhile. The funds raised will equate to a tangible project by the PA directly for the
children. That, however, takes second place to the Feeling of Challenge conquered on Friday. My appreciation
is extended to the McDash PA team, steered by Mandy Seymour for this event, and also to the McDash crew
who did a sterling job. Thank you to you, the parents, for backing your kids and supporting their collection of
pledges. Certainly there are learnings, as there are with any new experience. We’d hold back on daily prizes
and offer these at the end of the period only. We would also bring our Parents v Kids Day a little further ahead
of the event so that you can connect with the guys who are envisioning the children. We’d slow down on cream
pie exploits on the day (although that is probably too optimistic a resolution!)
Sports Results
Soccer – played against Sandton Primary
• U/11-12-13 (cobined team) Won 4-2
• U9 6-0 - lost
• U 10 2-0 lost
Alumni news
Two great stories coming through this past month. Mark Hopkins, now a St Albans boy, attained a personal
goal that leaves me inspired. It is wonderful to see his translation ‘from empathy to action’ as he matures- he
was a community centred young man in his days here already.
"Mark participated in the Lesotho High Altitude Cycle Challenge during the last week of term. This cycle started
in 2011 when a group of die hard, fearless and somewhat crazy Trollope Mining cyclists decided to put together
an extreme 3-day high altitude cycle through Lesotho in aid of Charity. Over the past 8 years R10,5 million has
been raised for various charities. This year R1,1 million was raised for Phuthanang Training Centre for the
Disabled in Tembisa. This is a training center which provides life skills to young
people with mental and physical disabilities. Students are taught literacy and income
generation skills such as flower arranging, decorating and cooking.
Mark was invited to join the group of 30 cyclists to take on the treacherous Lesotho
Mountains this year, and as he can vouch for, a cycle tour that is not for the faint
hearted. After many months of early mornings and long hours of intense training the
moment had finally arrived. Being the youngest by about 20 years and amongst a
group of hugely competent and highly experienced MTN bikers Mark was feeling the
pressure and in a moment of doubt asked “what if I can’t keep up?”. Well that was
not to be, his performance was outstanding and he was right up there with the front
runners each day. Headstrong to the max he put foot to pedal and ploughed on no
matter how tough the going got.

The route changes every year and this year was the most challenging yet. Total distance was 285km with
10,000m of climbing at an altitude of 9500 feet. Day 1, Drakensberg Gardens to Sethlabathebe, was 85km’s
and took him 9 hrs along a gruelling route which had them cycling to the border post then hiking for 10kms up
Bushmans Neck pass with their bicycles on their backs, wading across rivers, negotiating ravines and climbing
up cliff faces until they got to the top, Day 2; onwards and upwards to Thaba Tseka, 130km’s and 11.5 hours in
the saddle filled with leg breaking, heart popping endless and seriously steep mountain passes, and finally Day
3 to Katse Lodge, 70kms and 4 hours of unrelenting mounting passes, the pace was faster as the gravel road
surfaces were better.
Mark certainly rose to the challenge and spent many hours on the road alone and at times probably wondered
“what on earth did I get myself into” but no matter how physically or emotionally exhausted he was, he dug deep
and kept going relentlessly and did himself proud."
Judd Israelsohn keeps us inspired with his excellent academic attainment as he moves from strength to
strength. Now in Grade Eleven at a neighboring mainstream high school, he continues to scoop dux scholar
and has done since Grade Seven. Judd’s mum writes: “always makes me so happy to be able to share his
achievements with you. Thanks to Bellavista he was able to iron out his early learning issues and so importantly
you gave him a sense of confidence that he could achieve. We are forever grateful.”
MySchool
Myschool is running a competition called “Be in it, to win it”, in which you can personally win 1 of 10 vouchers
valued at R15 000 and R150 000 for your child’s school.
Bellavista school has been selected to participate in this challenge. The school with the highest *increase* in
swipes by their supporters wins.
Each swipe at the all partners stores (Woolworths, Engen, loot.co.za, Bidvest Waltons and Flight center) counts
as an entry.
Bonus week: 29 May to 05 June 2019. ONE SWIPE = TWO ENTRIES.
The more you swipe the more entries you get, so please swipe to make sure you and the school come out tops.

Sincerely
Alison M Scott (Mrs)
Executive Principal

Looking for domestic work: Mrs Stella Nkhata—-065 629 9428
Housework; child minding; pet care and laundry.

